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Dimitrios I. Roussopoulos, The . 
Coming of World War Three 
(Volume 1) Black Rose B.ooks, 
Montreal, 1986, 299 pages, 
$14.95. · 

The Coming of World War .. Thfee 
is an important book by an im

portant activist. Though not parti
cularly well-written, it is a book which · 
deserves to be widely read and dis-
c~sed. ( . 

Dimitri Roilssopoulos .has been ac-
. tive in peace politics for twenty-five 

years as the founder/Editor of Our Gen
eration Against Nuclear War (shortened 
in the last 1960s to Our Generation), 
and is active in the Coalition Quebe
coise pour le desannament et la paix, 

• perhaps the largest '.'non-traditional" . 
peace organization in North America. 
Roussopoulos has also travelled exten
sively throughout Europe, attending Eu
ropean Nuclear Disarmament (END) 
conventions, and gathering data on the 
"new" European peace movement, 
which he presents here in almost undi
gested form. 

This book is important because it 
deals with the theory of militarism and 
te practice of peace. In his section ion 
the "international war system", he chal
lenges tradition "war is good for busi
ness" approaches: " .. .in the case of 
both the U.S. and S.U., the economic 
drive of militarism comes first- and 
foremost from within the State itself." 
He sees the driving forces of militarism 
as being: " ... the propensity of States 
to centralize more power and influence 
within a particular bloc of client
states"; ''The momentum of modem 
technology [ which] has a definite logic 
of its own, independent of 
.. .international or domestic policies," 
and the emergence of a "techrio-bureau
cracy" which seeks to accumulate 
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The_ peace ~movement ,. 
. , must go :beyond_ . /' 

. ~- · .. ·' loyal opposition ,:, 17 
. \ ~ . 

,.;'1: : · to· a 'l;ision ,of a ,". -~-
, ,,. world, without war .- _;. 

power and rationalize its · existence 
within the framework of the arms race. 

In his treatment of the history of 
the peace movement since the Second 
World War, he sees not one movement, · 
but two · -'-- one committed to the 
principles of non-alignment and the 
other taking · a more pro-Soviet line 
(paradoxically, the latter is largely 
opposed _to unilateral disannament by 
Western , powers). It is the .former . 
which has been gaining momentum, 
particularly • with the emergence of 
END; f111d I the · strong non-aligned 
current within the British Campaign. 
for , Nuclear Disarmament (CND). 
These organizations have worked to , 

· link up ,with and provide support for 
·· the burgeoning "unofficial" East Euro

pean peace movements, the truth of 

neither Communist Parties nor 
organizations on the right seem an
xious to have made known. 

· In Canada, the differences between 
the two trends have . led to a fission, 
with the Coalition Quebecoise lined up 
against 'the Conseil Quebecois (affili
_ated with the pro-Soviet World Peace 
Council), and ACT for Disarmament or
ganizing ac:tions separate from the Tor
onto . Disarmament Network (TDN). 
While not particularly influential at the 
founding convention of the Canadian 
Peace Alliance, these non-aligned 

. groups were able to negotiate a federa
tion_-type structure rather than the tradi
, tional , top-down hierarchy, thus a
, voiding the centralization of the peace 
movement. 

According to Roussopoulos, the 
. two different groups differ not only on 
non-alignment, but on how the fight 
for peace should be waged. The old-line 
peace . movement (representing the old 
left • and the liberal establishment) 
would ;,like to keep the .movement 
"single.issue", whereas the non-aligned 
forces seen anxio~ to make the links 
betw~ri peace, feminism, ecology, and 
human rights more obvious. Whereas 
the old-liners legitimize the state by 
restricting th~ir role to that of a poli
tical pressure group, the non-aligned 

. favour m~thods of non-violent direct 
action - in a word, a resistance rather 

. than a protest movement. 
, • . . How these issues will play them
selves ~ut rell)ains to be seen. Clearly, 
the . pea~ movement must go beyond 
loyal oppositionism to a vision of a 

' world . without war. 'Though not with
out its -flaws, . The Coming of World 

. Wa,; Three is an effort to take the peace 
movement in the direction of radical so
cial change. •. 

- Don Alexander 
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